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Abstract

This paper provides a broad overview of anthropological research on roads and transport as a prelude and context for the other papers in this themed issue. The paper begins with a short historical overview of anthropological approaches to roads and transportation. Then it offers a case study on how roads both facilitated and reflected major socio-economic changes in Methana, Greece, reflecting change in the broader context of Greece society. Next, it describes applied social analysis approaches to the design of roads that emerged from the World Bank and related organizations. Finally, it explores the current flowering of anthropological research on roads, which encompasses technopolitical, political ecology, spatial, and semiotic analyses. A second case study describes efforts to build a “culture” of inclusive road stewardship through a World Bank financed rural roads project in Vietnam. The paper concludes by reflecting on possible future directions for transport anthropology, which offers strategic opportunities to influence large infrastructure investments, transport policy, and anthropological theory.
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Introduction

In the past, roads and other means of transportation remained in the shadows of anthropological inquiry – largely ways to reach study sites. More recently, many anthropologists are focusing on roads, drawing on a range of theoretical perspectives such as political ecology, technopolitics, social justice, and semiotics. This research is situated in an increased interest in infrastructure (Dalakoglou 2017a). Anthropologists are also conducting research on the experiences of road users, such as bicyclists, motorcyclists, taxi drivers, truckers, and pedestrians, in increasingly urbanized, congested, and complex road networks. An “anthropology of roads” has been proposed by a number of scholars. This paper provides a broad overview of anthropological research on roads and transport, including mine, as a prelude and context for the other papers in this themed issue, which focus more closely on the experience of particular road user groups or designers of transportation systems.

The paper begins with a short historical overview of anthropological approaches to roads and transportation. Then it offers a case study based on ethnographic research in the 1970s and 1980s. Next, it describes applied social analysis approaches to the design of roads that emerged from the World Bank and related organizations. Finally, it explores the current flowering of anthropological research on roads, and again provides an illustrative case study. The paper concludes by reflecting on possible future directions and strategic opportunities for transport anthropology.

Whether it is characterized as “transport anthropology,” “anthropology of roads,” or other terms, despite a wide range of theoretical directions, the core of anthropological work focused on transport is the interface of humans, in all their diversity, with material, political, and other dimensions of transportation systems large or small.

Historical Overview

Many early ethnographers, including Franz Boaz and Claude Lévi Strauss, described the challenges faced in traveling to research sites as they sought the most isolated and “exotic” cultures. To many, roads threatened to change the isolated cultures they sought to capture in ethnographies (Dalakoglou 2017a, 22-23). Lévi-Strauss, for instance, wrote that “the establishment of the new federal capital of Brazil and the building of roads and aerodromes in remote parts of South America have led to the discovery of small tribes in areas where no native life was thought to exist” (1971, 45).

By the middle of the twentieth century, anthropologists began to acknowledge that the arrival of roads signaled the end of isolated cultures, and incorporated roads in their studies. Even earlier, Max
Gluckman’s analysis of dynamics of Zulu and European social relations at the opening ceremony for a road bridge (1940) led the way for future generations of anthropological studies of the power of colonial infrastructure constructed for resource extraction (Dalakoglou 2017a).

By the 1960s, anthropologists began viewing roads as important aspects of research, and debated how much emphasis to place on material and cultural dimensions (Dalakoglou 2017, 23-24). Many looked at perceptions of social and economic impacts of ideas, technologies, and goods coming in and people migrating out on roads. For example, David Hayano’s *Road Through the Rainforest* in Papua New Guinea detailed the ethnographer’s personal fieldwork experience engaging with local people who anxiously awaited the construction of a road that was a metaphor for development for some and a source of fear of change and out-migration of the young for others (1990). Pamela Stewart and Andrew Strathern’s tale of a harrowing, bandit-ridden drive from Highland Papua New Guinea to the port of Lae is interwoven with recollections of research by anthropologists in areas passed, and comments on changes brought by the road (1999).

Both João Pina Cabral and Sharon Roseman analyzed local perceptions of roads, in Portugal and Galicia Spain respectively. Cabral’s “peasants” opposed paved roads while Rosen’s farmers viewed them as critical turning points and indicators of social and economic progress. Both locations had a long history of labor migration (Cabral 1987; Roseman 1996). From a different theoretical perspective, Anthony Wallace described driving to work in the U.S. in terms of individual cognitive processes required to obey rules of the road, manage driving, and follow routes (1971).

**Case Study: Roads from Subsistence to Consumerism on Methana, Greece**

I conducted research on the changing smallholder household economy on the volcanic peninsula of Methana, in the Saronic Gulf of Greece, for two years in the mid-1970s and two years in the mid-1980s. My regional analysis framework, built on Emmanuel Wallerstein’s notion of the world system and core-periphery relationships (Smith 1976), combined with a systems-oriented cultural ecological perspective (Netting et. al 1984; Netting 1993), led me to look beyond my research site to changing transport, social, and economic linkages between villages, the port town, the region, Athens, and the nation. In addition, local people insisted that the road was the most significant factor affecting their quality of life. The opening of the road was their reference point for important events, described as “before” or “after” the road.

Despite their simple two-room houses and mule-driven farming technology deployed on narrow stone terraces on the mountainside,
Methanites were by no means isolated from the larger economy, even before the road. Their household strategy of “a little bit of everything” applied to crops, labor migration, work in the merchant marine, investment in land on the plain of Trizinia and Piraeus, and entrepreneurship, selling noodles, wild oregano, almonds and figs, and renting rooms to tourists taking healing baths in the port town.

Before the road was built, only steep stony mule paths led between villages, the port town, and docking places for small boats (Bory de Sint Vincent 1834), as well as the plain of Trizinia where some owned land (see Figure 1) (Great Britain Naval Intelligence Division 1945). Boats – first sail then motorized – were the main modes of travel to Piraeus and the islands of Aegina and Poros. Depending on the village, travel to the port town by mule or foot took one to three hours.

Figure 1. Methana Paths, 1834

During World War II, a paved vehicle road was constructed as far as the port town of Loutra (see Figure 2) (Great Britain Naval Intelligence Division 1945).
By 1960, the road reached the two nearest villages (Figure 3), assisted by voluntary labor from local men.
Photo 1 shows villagers providing labor on the road.

By 1975 (Figure 4), the road extended to all of the villages on the peninsula. Using the road, the port was fifteen to thirty minutes away by car, bus, or taxi. Roads also offered an alternate route to Athens when seas were too rough for the ferry. Most Methanites still travelled to Piraeus by ferryboat or hydrofoil in good weather because it was faster.
With the road came electricity, running water, schoolteachers, a local bus service, and a threshing machine service that replaced mules circling on stone threshing floors, as shown in Photo 2.

**Photo 2. Threshing Grain on a Stone Threshing Floor around 1975**

The expansion of the national road system increased the importance of trucks for transporting goods. This facilitated trade between Methana, Argos, and Nauplion. One of the men in my research site purchased a truck soon after the road opened to earn income transporting goods, while his wife and daughter tended the crops. Photo 3 shows the wife plowing their field. Another man sold fruit in a shop in the port town. Still another ran a small hotel there (Clark 1988, 1994, 2000).

**Photo 3. Wife of a Trucker Plowing the Field with Mules around 1975**
By the mid-1980s, roads reached fields high on the mountain and down to the sea (Figure 5), enabling villagers to harvest their olives, wheat, grapes, and figs more easily with trucks and to use rototillers instead of mule driven plows on narrow stone-terraced fields. The road also made house construction and renovation much easier.¹ By the mid-1980’s, most households had indoor plumbing, flush toilets, refrigerators, stoves, televisions, and other conveniences.

![Figure 5. Methana Roads, 1984](image)

As children migrated to the port city or Athens for employment in skilled trades and business, village household size shrank, but houses expanded, emulating homes in suburban Athens. People spent less time farming, cultivated less land, and used trucks to carry the harvest. They enjoyed leisure time to visit relatives, travel to monasteries, and watch television. Their urban children often visited the village on weekends and holidays, and contributed to the renovation of homes (Clark 1994, 519-23). The road network has continued to expand; Figure 6 shows the roads in 2019.

¹ In the village where I was based, 27 households did major renovations between 1972 and 1987, adding bedrooms, kitchens, and bathrooms.
Today Google Earth shows a tree-lined road extending along a large part of Methana’s coastline (Photo 4), dotted with vacation cottages, condominiums, hotels, and restaurants as well as beaches and docks for pleasure boats. (Google Earth 2019; Schorr 2017).

Methana has become a weekend retreat for Athenians and a tourism destination for other Greeks. Roads extend over the volcanic mountainside (Photo 5). Few of the narrow, terraced fields on the mountainside are cultivated.
Land near the sea, once valued for farming, is now for sale as lots for vacation cottages or in use for seaside retreats of Methanites living in Athens. The port town of Methana has expanded its port and beach, as shown in Photo 6.
On the western coast of the peninsula, the small harbor of Vathi expanded hotels and restaurants, as shown in Photo 7. The tiny village of Kaimeni Hora opened an amphitheater in a volcanic crater with programs for tourists. Volcano tours are also offered by a German tour guide (Schorr 2017).

Mine 1. Vath Harbor, Hotel and Restaurant, Western Side of Methana 2019 (Credit: Google Earth)

It is a very different landscape from the peninsula where I conducted my research, and roads are a key part of the change.

In summary, the introduction and expansion of the road system on Methana revealed by Figures 1-6 both facilitated and reflected broader socio-economic changes in Greece, particularly the growth of nearby Athens as the political, economic, and cultural center of Greece. Over time, Methanites shifted from two-room houses as shelters for themselves and livestock, to multroom villas with modern plumbing, decorations, and flowers and fruit trees in the yard. The mode of production shifted from semi-subistence agriculture to increasing wage labor and small businesses, with growing emphasis on tourism. Multigenerational households (stem families) were replaced by nuclear households and widows or widowers living alone. The lifestyle changed from frugality to consumerism, following a similar shift in Athens (Economou 2014, 14-15). Methanites moved from the periphery to the Athens core of power through migration and through pursuit of tourism-related enterprises on Methana. The elaborate stone terrace walls and paths leading to them – the infrastructure of the semi-subistence past – are crumbling in disrepair and paved over by road networks and other infrastructure of consumerism and the tourism economy.
Putting People First in the Design of Roads

In a separate and applied stream of anthropological research, practitioners have carried out social and impact studies of road and other infrastructure projects around the globe, aiming to put people first in development projects, and assess the negative as well as positive impacts of these projects (Cook 1991; Kudat 1996; Kudat et al. 1997; Moran 1981; Porter 2002; Trankell 1993). Michael Cernea, the World Bank's first social scientist, was an early advocate for social analysis of World Bank infrastructure projects. He stressed that "people are – and should – be the starting point, the center, and the end of each development effort" (Cernea 1985, xiv).

Since 1958, the Gwembe Tonga research project, initiated by Thayer Scudder and Elizabeth Colson, has documented the negative impacts of Kariba Hydroelectric Dam on the Gwembe Tonga, due to resettlement (Scudder 2007) and later road and irrigation projects (Harnish et al. 2018). Emilio Moran analyzed the impact of settlements along the Trans-Amazon Highway (1981).

Cernea and other World Bank social scientists leveraged this and other impact research to persuade World Bank leaders to adopt a “safeguard” policy in 1980 to minimize resettlement, require social and ecological impact assessments, and set standards and regulate compensation and livelihood restoration for all World Bank financed projects. Similar policies have been adopted by major development agencies and governments in all 25 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development Countries (Cernea 2008).

By the late 1990s, gender, ethnic minority and other social exclusionary gaps in access to and benefits from transport projects were emerging as important social dimensions requiring research to inform project designs and evaluations. For example, Ayse Kudat’s assessment of the potential impacts of a proposed transport project in Ashgabat Turkmenistan found that privatization had increased fares and reduced transport access for the poor, especially women (Kudat 1996).²

Recognizing that women and men had different travel patterns based on their social roles, a growing network of transport and gender researchers asked questions about what inhibits mobility and road accessibility for women and men, time and travel patterns of women, the relationship between transport and gender policies, the relationship between policy and on-the-ground projects, the potential of information communication technologies for making transport projects more inclusive, and how the lack of transport increases the risk of maternal mortality (Riverson et al. 2006). The International Forum for Rural

²See Clarke 2012, 67-68 for more details on Ayse Kudat’s research and contributions regarding gender and transport.
Transport and Development (IFRTD) compiled local level studies funded by the United Kingdom Department for International Development (DFID) in 15 countries across Asia and Africa in *Balancing the Load: Women, Gender and Transport* (Fernando and Porter 2002). IFRTD also initiated the Gender and Transport Community of Practice (GATNET).

Maria Teresa Guttierez, gender specialist for the World Bank financed Peru Rural Roads Project, convinced the Peruvian government that she needed to work directly with local people to understand gender stereotypes and power relations limiting women’s participation in road work. She used focus group discussions, participatory workshops, and interviews to design a gender-sensitive training program for road maintenance workers. Having women on the teams improved the quality and quantity of work, in part by keeping male workers from getting drunk on the job. Women were often elected treasurers of microenterprise cooperatives because they were considered more trustworthy than men. (Guttierez 2003; Guttierez and Kuiper 2010).

Wendy Walker and colleagues in Lesotho applied a geographic information system (GIS) as a participatory tool to enable local women and men to map their travel pathways. This revealed significant differences in men’s and women’s travel patterns and constraints. Men had greater mobility, travelling greater distances on the road using motorized transport or donkeys. Women walked on footpaths perpendicular to the road, and their travel times were much longer, even though the distances were shorter. Lack of cash and social constraints often prevented women from using public transport or even donkeys. These insights were incorporated in planning for improvement of the road network (Vajji and Walker 2009; Walker and Vajjhala 2005).

**A Plethora of Current Research on Roads**

Anthropological research on roads has increased dramatically in the past decade. 

Studies include a wide range of theoretical perspectives by researchers from all over the globe. Dimitris Dalakoglou suggests that increased focus on roads is due to the enormous cultural impacts of increasingly extensive and complex transport networks and flows of people, goods and things (2010). Bettina Stoetzer links increased excitement about infrastructure to its usefulness as an analytical lens for understanding urgent contemporary challenges such as environmental risks of extracting resources, movements of global capital, climate change,

---

3 See Clarke 2012:70-72 for more details on the Peru Rural Roads Project

4 Luke Heslop tallied 78 papers on infrastructure in the program for the 2015 American Anthropological Association Annual Meeting. In the same year, the Group for Debates in anthropological Theory chose infrastructure as the central theme (Heslop 2016).
gender and class inequalities, violence, and war (2016). Several papers in this volume reflect increasing anthropological engagement with design challenges of new technologies such as autonomous vehicles. There have also been proposals for transport anthropology (Clarke 2012), an anthropology of roads (Dalakoglou 2017a; Dalakoglou and Harvey 2012), anthropology of traffic (Rosen 2003; Yazici 2013), and anthropology of infrastructure (Star 1999; Larkin 2013; di Nunzio 2018; Stoetzer 2018).

Looking at the globalization of anthropology, this burst of attention to roads appears to be part of what Mariette Baba and Carol Hill describe a “global convergence” of theoretical and applied research. The convergence includes three dimensions: “1) a shift toward contemporary, problem-oriented interdisciplinary research, (2) participatory and collaborative methodologies, and (3) stronger profiles in policy making and political influence” (Baba and Hill 2006, 196-201). Three current projects illustrate transport anthropological work that displays these dimensions: Infra-Demos, the “Roads and the Politics of Thought” project, and the Infrastructure Toolbox.

“Infra-Demos: Socio-Technological Innovation, Infrastructural Participation and Democracy” is an anthropological project, focused on Greece, studying “relationships between infrastructures and innovative socio-technological forms of participation arising within the infrastructural gap” (infra-demos 2017). This gap emerged after the 2008 economic crisis when the state and the private sector had difficulty sustaining infrastructure. The five-year project, 2017-2022, examines how citizen participation responding to this gap can contribute to “societal resilience and transformative policies” (infra-demos 2017). It is led by anthropologist Dimitris Dalakoglou, an anthropologist at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

The “Roads and the Politics of Thought” project is conducting studies of road projects in Pakistan, India, Maldives, Myanmar, and Sri Lanka, highlighting how nation-building, neo-liberalism, ambition, environmental vulnerability and modernity feature in contemporary road-building to understand the global cultures of road-building practice (SOAS 2019). This five-year project, 2014-2019, is led by Edward Simpson, an anthropologist at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London (SOAS).

The online “Infrastructure Toolbox” provides concepts and methods “to draw infrastructure out of the background and into the foreground of ethnographic research and theorizing” (Appel et al. 2015b). In November 2014, the authors of the Infrastructure Toolbox participated in a seminar at the School for Advanced Research in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The group explored why infrastructure, bound up with state formation and reform, has become a critical site of politics today. They examined how infrastructure produces “historically and materially
situates forms of biopolitical government and citizenship,” and “changing forms of the public and the private, of states and corporations, of citizens and consumers.” They considered how infrastructure helps theorize “key anthropological questions about affect, aspiration, and imagination; about modernity, development, and temporality; and about the production of states and markets, the public and the private” (Appel et al. 2015b). The authors produced a series of thirteen blog posts in 2015 that they called the Infrastructure Toolbox (Appel et al. 2015a), as well as an edited volume (Anand et al. 2018).

A Sampler of Critical Issues Analyzed in Current Road Research

Dalakoglou and Harvey’s 2012 framing of the anthropological study of roads, within the wider context of studies on mobility and modernity, provides a useful overview for the following sampler of critical issues addressed in current road research. They argue that roads connect the “sweeping narratives of globalization” with “tangible materialities of particular times and places” (Dalakoglou and Harvey 2012, 459). Infrastructure supports information society in increasing the circulation of commodified goods and labor, and extractive economies of developing nations on which production and reproduction of such goods and labor depend. Roads elicit “powerful temporal imaginaries” about the promise or threat of future connectivity and “articulate political and material histories” that often provoke controversy over roads. Such controversy is rooted in the inevitable accommodation of multiple competing interests in planning and construction of modern highways. Financial, regulatory, and technical relations often “fold international, national and local regimes into a single and specific location” in highway construction (Dalakoglou and Harvey 2012, 460).

Urban Mobility and Social Justice: Several anthropologists have examined how transportation infrastructure impacts urban mobility options and constraints where there are racial and class divides. Transport-related “fragmentation of lived experience” in suburban post-Apartheid South Africa is expected to polarize society (Czegeldy 2004, 88). Lack of sidewalks constrains suburban pedestrian mobility there and in Atlanta (Gaither et al. 2015). In Tbilisi, Georgia, car owners appropriating sidewalk for parking are shamed by young activists (Sherouse 2018). Suburbanization of poverty and gentrification of urban centers affects racialized mobilities in Philadelphia (Sheller 2015). Routing for expansion of the Tampa Bay expressway targeted Black communities, provoking activism for spatial and racial justice (Rodriguez and Ward 2018).

Contestations between State Regulators and Transport Service Providers: Others looked at the conflicts and contestations between state regulators and private transport providers. Many are informal providers, filling a void left by limited public transport capacity, and are embedded in
extensive local social networks. In Lima, informal minibuses serving 85 percent of the commuters were finally legalized by the government due to failure of public buses (Uzzell 1987). A clash of views about modernity and regulation between public administrators and transport providers threatened the livelihoods of hereditary taxi drivers in Mumbai (Bedi 2016) and three-wheel taxi drivers in Ethiopia (Mains and Kinfu 2017). Contestations between officials and transport service drivers escalated to protests on the part of motorcycle taxi drivers in Bangkok (Sopranzetti 2014) and the three-wheel taxi drivers in Ethiopia confronting fuel shortage and fare reductions (Mains and Kinfu 2017). With deregulation, white male truckers working for the oil industry in Louisiana lost control of trucking they had leveraged through strong family and community networks. This opened trucking options for Blacks, Latinos, and women (Gardner 2002). In Nairobi, Kenya, (Ference 2016) and Hawassa, Ethiopia (Mains and Kinfu 2017) informal transport service providers were characterized as criminal, immoral and unclean by officials seeking to control their mobility.

Spatial and Socio-Political Dimensions of Traffic: This was another issue of concern. Several analyses of traffic were framed in spatial and mobility terms, often accentuating racial, caste and class divides. In India, caste distinctions shaped the location of drivers on the road (Rosin 2003). In Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, officials initially separated vehicles by power to maintain traffic flow (bicycles to the right, motorcycles in the middle, and cars and buses on the left) which reflected evolving class differences (Truitt 2008). In Istanbul, cross-class encounters in congestion demonstrated how social inequality was produced (Yazidi 2013). In Britain, drivers negotiated their spatial co-presence through space-sharing, thus constructing traffic flow collaboratively (Haddington and Rauimaa 2016). In Guangzhou, China, the rapid urbanization during the Late Reform Period created traffic congestion which continued to cause conflicts. The state regarded infrastructure projects as technological solutions to a wide range of social and political urban problems, but “the material results simply made these problems invisible” (Zhang 2016, 414).

Technopolitics and Political Ecology of Highways: Numerous studies examined ways in which highways were embedded in the dynamics of the state. State roadbuilding in rural Zaire aiming to foster market integration had differential impacts on life chances of different groups based on power relations regarding the control of land, labor, and goods markets, exacerbated by the economic crisis and structural adjustment policies (Fairhead 1992). In Albania, the transborder highway to Greece reflected a post-socialist transition to a market economy, massive migration to Greece, and the peripheral relation of the nation to the Western European core (Dalakoglou 2017b). Post-civil war rapid reconstruction of roads in Sri Lanka made and unmade fractured relations, pitting social and
economic motivations of outsiders against concerns of insiders (Menzes 2017).

Andean and Amazonian roads in Peru served as territorial connectors that standardized space into socially and administratively defined domains to build a cohesive, integrated nation (Harvey and Knox 2016). In Pakistan, the M2 Highway, intended to reflect modernity with its electronic billboards and emergency phones, was too modern for existing infrastructure. Inadequate human and technological resources led to communication breakdowns and driver fears of robbery, smuggling and reluctance to travel over unfamiliar, unpopulated areas on the M2 (Kahn 2006).

In colonial Haiti, very few roads were built in order to keep workers on plantations. Late 19th century post-colonial road construction, amplified by early 20th century American occupation, enabled the first development of significant urban centers (Yarrington 2015). Environmental politics of unpaved roads in the Amazon (Campbell 2012) and disputes over mapping of territory to facilitate administration of indigenous people (Uribe 2019) were also examined.

Some looked as roads as barriers used for state control. The Israeli Closure policy employed roadblocks, check points and other barriers to prevent and disorient Palestinian movement in the occupied territories and into Israel (Bishara 2015). In the Central African Republic, roadblock keepers invoked the power of the state to assert their own authority and demand money and goods from travelers (Lombard 2013). In the sparse grasslands and deserts of the Sino-Mongolian border, new and upgraded roads served as “distancing technologies” discouraging interactions between local Mongolians and Chinese employed in mining and oil companies (Pederson and Bunkenborg 2012, 555).

Conflict and Violence: This was another research issue. In Peru, Shining Path rebels forced local people to cut trenches into the Frontier Road, challenging state power and asserting territorial claims by making the road impassible for troops pursuing them. Later the state constructed walls on the road to prevent narcotraffickers from using the rebuilt road as a landing strip, ignoring the accident risk they posed for local drivers (Kernaghan 2016). Roadblocks in the Central African Republic were “nodes on a map of ‘anticipated violence’” in an area with minimal government control amidst rebel activity (Lombard 2013, 159). In Postwar Sri Lanka women, girls, and transgender people faced violence on public transport (Butt and Sekarami 2019).

Semiotics of Roads: Some examined the meanings embedded in roads or roadlessness. In Nigeria, the association of deadly spirits with paved roads “condenses past history” of forced labor and bloodshed on roads constructed by foreign interests for resource extraction. It also “concretizes the perils and possibilities of modern life” of emerging
capitalism and high road accident rates (Masquelier 2002, 829). In Papua New Guinea, local Christians believed that the New Testament, translated by evangelical missionaries, was a channel to God and they expected him to answer their prayers for a paved road. When no road appeared, they felt disconnected from this channel and complained instead about walking because they had no road (Handman 2017).

In Siberia, there was a blurring of meaning between roads and roadlessness. Roads lacked permanence and were always in the making because strong winds and blizzards could easily cover tracks, so they had to be laid anew (Argounova-Low 2012, 2017). The shaming campaign waged against drivers who parked on sidewalks in Tblisi drew together various asymmetric power relations (European urban order and local frictions, Russia and Georgia, car driving elites and pro-green youth activists), without catalyzing a particular form of politics against them (Sherouse 2018).

Case Study: Gender and Ethnic Inclusion on Rural Roads in Vietnam

Since 2010, I have worked on gender and ethnic inclusion for rural road projects in Vietnam. Missing road links have isolated many rural communities from Vietnam’s remarkable economic successes, particularly in the mountainous areas where most poor, ethnic minorities reside. Costs of road maintenance are high due to steep terrain, erosion, and landslides caused by increasingly extreme rainfall exacerbated by climate change. With few options for earning income, particularly for women, poor ethnic minority residents lack resources to pay for road maintenance. Commune People’s Committees arranged “voluntary labor days” for community participation in road maintenance, but this only made local roads marginally open to traffic because of untrained volunteers. Viewing roads as state property, local farmers damaged roads by digging trenches across them to irrigate fields and dumping trash in roadside drainage ditches designed to carry water away from the road.

Responding to these problems, the World Bank financed rural road projects targeting poor areas. The Third Rural Transport Project (RTP3) (2006-2014) aimed to reduce travel costs and improve access to markets, off-farm economic opportunities, and social services for poor rural communities in 33 provinces through road rehabilitation and maintenance (World Bank 2006). In 2010, the project launched a small pilot program to engage ethnic minority women in routine road maintenance in one district. This expanded in 2012, working with Provincial Women’s Unions in Lao Cai, Quang Binh, and Thanh Hoa Provinces. The second pilot included a campaign to raise awareness about the importance of rural road maintenance, training local people how to maintain roads, income for poor, ethnic minority women road workers, and organizational capacity building for Women’s Union branches at...
Women's Union-managed groups in three provinces maintained 3,191 kilometers (km) of road. Although local road maintenance was women-managed, they did not bear all the burden. Men carried out heavier tasks, such as accessing suitable materials for filling potholes, removing large stones from roadside drainage ditches and culverts, and felling trees. Women worked more hours than men, because their tasks were lighter and required more frequently (e.g., clearing rubbish and vegetation from roadside side drainage ditches and cutting grass and small bushes). Photo 8 shows road maintenance being carried out by women.

Photo 8. Road Maintenance by Ethnic Minority Women

Assessing Pilot Outcomes: I assisted the RTP 3 team by using qualitative ethnographic techniques combined with a quantitative survey to assess outcomes for RTP3 and the women-managed road maintenance pilot. We found that RTP3 improved road and market access and provided safer, easier access to urgent health care and school. The percentage of people with year-round road access increased by 10 percent. The percentage of poor households decreased from 27 to 17 percent. Pilot activities improved women’s status and voice in households and communities, and enhanced their social capital. A senior official at the Ministry of Transport said, in her view, “RTP3 is the only [Vietnam transport] project that treated women as actors, not just as recipients” (Tran 2011, 2015; World

---

5 628 km of commune roads; 1,131 km of inter-village roads; 390 km of roads to fields.
Post-Facto Impact Assessment of RTP3: Three years after the project ended, I participated in the design and analysis of a mixed-methods post-facto impact evaluation by the World Bank East Asia and Pacific Gender Innovation Lab. The aim was to provide more rigorous evidence on whether men and women benefited equally from RTP3 improvements, and to explore the reasons why. Quantitative data (existing household level survey data, and administrative data) were collected and analyzed to evaluate gender-specific impacts of rural road improvements. Qualitative research (interview and focus group discussion), conducted by Vietnamese researchers, explored mechanisms underlying these impacts.

The researchers concluded that, even though roads improved everyone’s economic opportunities for agricultural production and trade, only male headed households were able to successfully take advantage of those opportunities to increase their agricultural income. Lack of access to capital, as well as lower levels of household labor and income in female-headed and other vulnerable households, hindered their ability to fully benefit from economic opportunities created by road improvements. Recommendations included coordination of transport investments with other development programs to enable vulnerable households to benefit economically from improved transport infrastructure (Mannava and Perova 2019).6

Fostering a “Culture” of Inclusive Road Maintenance: The most significant outcome of the women-managed road maintenance pilots was culture change at the grass roots level. This local change was leveraged by the RTP3 team to influence policy and institutional change at the national level in the Ministry of Transport. At the commune level, the Women’s Union awareness-raising campaign reached 765,000 people and engaged 83,545 community members in road maintenance, thus fostering a “culture” of road maintenance. Community members’ sense of ownership of and responsibility for local roads resulted in behavior changes, reducing damage, and increasing regular maintenance. At the provincial level, Lao Cai Provincial People’s Committee allocated annual funds for road maintenance by the Women’s Union and other local groups and contractors for the first time.

At the national level, presentations about the positive outcomes of women-managed rural road maintenance for transport officials at national roundtables and workshops contributed to increased high-level

6 An impact evaluation of gender mainstreaming initiatives in Tanzania’s transport sector found similar trends. Few women benefited from employment in road work but most women, particularly the most disadvantaged, benefited from the improved road. Women with more resources and independence benefited most from the expanded road services. (Mulongo et al. 2019).
attention to the need to address road maintenance mechanisms below the provincial level. They recognized the potential of a women-managed approach for sustainable commune and inter-commune rural road maintenance that could be replicated nationwide. The value of campaigns to foster a “culture” of local stewardship of commune roads was also acknowledged. The Deputy Minister of Transport increased resources for staff work on gender equality issues and planned to issue guidance on mainstreaming gender issues into projects. He welcomed World Bank technical support for the Ministry’s Committee for the Advancement of Women (CFAW). Given the time required to change attitudes and behavior and achieve institutional and policy changes supporting road maintenance and gender equality in transport, these are very significant outcomes.

Local Asset Management: In 2015, I joined the task team for the Results Based Operation for Local Bridge Construction and Local Road Asset Management Project (LRAMP), and ensured that the lessons from RTP3’s women-managed road maintenance pilots were incorporated in the project design and the operational manual. This included replication of a refined version of the women-led approach. The overall objectives of LRAMP are to enhance rural accessibility and connectivity in 14 provinces, lower road users’ transport costs, and strengthen local institutional capacity to plan, manage and sustain development of local road and bridge networks. Photo 9 shows an example of a bridge. The bridge component targets poor villages, particularly ethnic minorities, and commune roads with missing or unsafe river crossings in 50 provinces (World Bank 2016).

Photo 9. Small Bridges Expand Mobility for Cows, Bicyclist, Pedestrians and Drivers
Women-led Road Safety Monitoring: We are developing a pilot for women-led rural road safety and road asset monitoring under LRAMP. Like many middle-income countries, Vietnam bears a high burden of road traffic deaths (21,652 traffic fatalities in 2013). A United Nations Road Safety Performance Review in 2016 found that 30 percent of the accidents occurred on rural roads, nearly 68 percent involved motorbikes, and over 85 percent those killed or injured were men (UNESCAP 2018). The pilot aims to enhance voice and leadership of women in communities, increase road safety, develop a "culture" of road safety awareness and road stewardship, and improve road management. Rural women will use a smart phone application to record and transmit road condition information to the LRAMP Road Assets Management System, and report accidents and safety risks. The Provincial Women’s Unions will launch a rural road safety campaign.

This work on gender and community participation in rural transport in Vietnam over nearly a decade illustrates the power of research informing solutions to development problems. It also concretizes the iterative nature of culture change at the grassroots and in state level institutions, leveraged by champions (the World Bank Task Team, the Provincial Women’s Union and supporting Provincial Department of Transport staff) who help build a "culture" of inclusive road stewardship at both levels.

Whither Transport Anthropology Theory and Practice?

Baba and Hall argue that "the future of anthropology is firmly rooted in the theoretical and methodological issues emerging on the frontier of practice" (Baba and Hall 2006, 201). Clearly the plethora of current research on roads and calls for transport anthropology is moving toward such a future. A focus on roads and transportation provides a strategic opportunity for practicing anthropologists to analyze critical issues, identify and implement solutions, assess their influence on policy, and contribute to anthropological theory. The stakes are high; investments in roads and other infrastructure are enormous, as is the potential for negative as well as positive impacts on people affected.7

There are many ways in which transport anthropologists can engage in theory and practice to influence policy and programs addressing critical contemporary issues. Participation in practice networks such as GATNET and ANTHROMOB provides a nexus for exchange of practice experience, theory innovations, and mobilizing joint efforts to influence policy (Gatnet n.d., EASA 2019).

---

7 See Clarke 2012 for a discussion of the challenges faced in transport anthropology practice on interdisciplinary teams in development and transport bureaucracies.
The Transportation Research Board (TRB), part of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, has a large executive committee which identifies annual critical transport issues and questions framing future policy and research priorities. This committee would benefit from the expertise of a transport anthropologist. The TRB manages research, convenes experts, and provides policy advice. Some of the critical issues identified by the TRB for 2019 include transformational technologies and services, energy and sustainability, resilience and security, safety and public health, and equity – topics that anthropologists are already examining (Transportation Research Board 2019a).

Multilateral Development Banks finance infrastructure programs of ministries of transport across the globe and seek innovative approaches to addressing transport challenges. United Nations agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) also address aspects of infrastructure related to health, safety, climate change, gender, and other issues, and seek guidance. Transport agencies in developed and developing countries engage social scientists in planning and evaluation. As I have noted elsewhere, it is extremely important for anthropologists working in specific development sectors, such as transport, to “speak the language” of the engineers and economists working in this field, understand the terminology of transport and the development agency, learn the project design, implementation and evaluation processes, and “translate” anthropological concepts into plain English. Some anthropologists pursue additional degrees or training in international development areas of knowledge and skill. For many, anthropological training facilitates learning the “cultures” of other disciplines (Clarke 2012, 2013).

A focus on ways in which physical networks of roads shape new forms of social life and power relations offers a wide range of options to feed the insights of practice into reshaping anthropological theory. Dalakoglou suggest that we need to ask “how we can understand anew established categories of study and analysis (e.g., the house, kinship, migration, technology, and imagination) in reference to the road and vice versa” (Dalakoglou 2017a, 27). Work on infrastructure has already carved out new analytical trajectories for understanding the relations between ecology, technology and culture (Larkin 2013). Examining the spatial dimension pushes the boundaries of our understanding of culture,

---

8 Members of the TRB executive committee include representatives from all federal and some state transport agencies and some scholars in economics, computer sciences, and one geographer (Transportation Research Board 2019b).

community, gender, and global-local connections to advance anthropological theory (Clarke 2012).
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